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ABSTRACT
The paper presents iTrace, an eye tracking infrastructure, that en-
ables eye tracking in development environments such as Visual
Studio and Eclipse. Software developers work with software that is
comprised of numerous source code files. This requires frequent
switching between project artifacts during program understanding
or debugging activities. Additionally, the amount of content con-
tained within each artifact can be quite large and require scrolling
or navigation of the content. Current approaches to eye tracking
are meant for fixed stimuli and struggle to capture context during
these activities. iTrace overcomes these limitations allowing devel-
opers to work in realistic settings during an eye tracking study.
The iTrace architecture is presented along with several use cases of
where it can be used by researchers. A short video demonstration
is available at https://youtu.be/AmrLWgw4OEs
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1 INTRODUCTION
Eye trackers are a critical research tool in understanding how soft-
ware developers comprehend source code and other visual stimuli.
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The software engineering community has been conducting stud-
ies with biometric devices including eye trackers [Obaidellah et al.
2018; Sharafi et al. 2015] to understand how developers read and
understand software artifacts such as source code. An eye tracker
gives researchers a unique view into thought processes otherwise
not observed. Software developers spend the vast majority of their
development time performing program comprehension activities
[Minelli et al. 2015]. Current hardware and software offered by eye
tracking vendors support fixed stimuli with tedious post process-
ing to map eye gaze to areas of interest (AOIs). The tedious post
processing even on simple fixed stimuli is clearly inadequate for
software artifacts such as source code. Software developers not only
work with multiple source code files but each of these files typically
is comprised of thousands of lines of code. They constantly flip
through multiple files while reading and debugging code. Since
source code files are really large, we cannot feasibly draw AOIs
around each element to map gaze data to those regions. In addition,
source code is both semantically and syntactically rich and struc-
tured different from natural language text [Busjahn et al. 2015]. To
accurately capture the context of what developers are looking at,
an eye tracking infrastructure is needed that can handle dynamic
screen actions such as file switching, code folding, and content
scrolling.

The iTrace infrastructure is a novel solution that seeks to solve
the above mentioned problem by integrating eye tracking into
developer work environments to support conducting large-scale eye
tracking studies. iTrace is extensible and customizable to support
gaze data on multiple software artifacts such as text files, html
documents, and source code to name a few. After a quick calibration,
iTrace runs uninterrupted in the background within the developer
environment, recording developer eye movements while they are
working. These gazes will be automatically mapped to specific code
elements via a post processing module. For more information, visit
the iTrace website at http://www.i-trace.org.

2 ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
The architecture for iTrace (significantly extended from an ear-
lier prototype [Shaffer et al. 2015]) uses a central core application
dedicated to setting up a study session and interacting with any
attached eye trackers (See Figure 1). The core is responsible for
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interfacing with the eye tracker, calibration, session configuration,
and broadcasting gaze points to plugins. Plugins are developed for
specific development environments and communicate with the core
to receive gaze points along with bookkeeping metadata. When
a session is finished the core and plugin will both produce a set
of recorded data about the study in XML format. The response
records are joined by the session time field in each gaze response
record. The plugins are responsible for recording line and column
information that map the eye gaze to text or interface elements
within the integrated development environment (IDE) and recorded
during the study. iTrace is designed with the goal of supporting
additional eye trackers and plugins in the future. Feature parity
will be maintained between plugins.

Instead of using real-time AST information derived from the IDE,
a post processing module maps the line and column information
saved by plugins to syntactic elements in source code via the srcML
format [Collard et al. 2011, 2013; Collard and Maletic 2016]. This
occurs as part of a post processing phase where source code is con-
verted to the srcML format and together with gaze data is mapped
to semantically meaningful elements via an automated tool chain.
iTracemaps elements down to the token being viewed. For example,
in the declaration float totalCost; we get eye gaze mapped on
the data type float and the identifier totalCost as separate enti-
ties. Besides getting tokens mapped automatically, srcML is also able
to give us information about the type of syntactic element (method
call, function call among many others). This makes is simple for
a researcher to query the final generated gaze files to ask specific
questions about developer behavior.

Finally, we have the option of running various fixation filters to
generate fixations from the combined raw gaze files tagged with
AST information. The final generated data can then be used towards
some functional goal such as determining navigation behavior.

3 USE CASES
We envision iTrace helping researchers, practitioners, and educators.
We present a few of the many use cases [Sharif et al. 2016] below.

Program Comprehension. iTrace can map gaze data to both the
content of source code at a syntactic level, and development envi-
ronment views. This can improve understanding about what source
code elements help facilitate program comprehension and what
environment presentations are most often used. The information
can lead to identifying areas for code refactorings or enhancing
tool support to assist developers with the construction of mental
models [Altmann 2001; Ko et al. 2006; Soloway and Ehrlich 1984].
iTrace was successfully used for the purpose of determining the
types of elements developers look at while fixing bugs [Kevic et al.
2017, 2015]. They showed that eye movement data is richer and
more detailed than interaction data. Clark et al. developed a tool to
visualize the corresponding gaze data [Clark and Sharif 2017].

Software Traceability. iTrace supports context switching between
multiple source code artifacts allowing for gaze data to help identify
related source code elements. With support for both IDEs and web
browsers, artifacts can be bug reports, documentation, etc. iTrace
was used in two studies on traceability [Sharif et al. 2017; Walters
et al. 2014] where an algorithm was developed to discover links

Figure 1: Overview of the iTrace architecture

based on elements looked at. They showed eye gaze to be a feasible
method to discover traceability links, in particular, the hidden links
that are not easily generated from information retrieval systems.

Interviews. iTrace can be used by interviewers to see how their
candidates perform at job interviews. Imagine a scenario where the
interviewer gives the candidate a large open source system with
a bug to fix. Using iTrace, the interviewer will be able to see via
eye gaze, the strategies the candidate used during problem solving.
Perhaps the process to solve the problem is more important than
the final answer. Educators can benefit in similar ways where they
learn how students read and understand code.

Expertise Prediction. Analysis of how developers interact and
read code may provide insight into a developer’s level of experience.
With future support planned for tracking source code editing during
a study, this has the potential to provide even more insight into
skill level.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The paper presents a novel infrastructure that allows eye tracking
to be used in a dynamic environment that closely resembles real
world development. A set of utility tools will be developed as part
of future work that tie into the iTrace infrastructure. It will be
extensible enough so others can contribute to this tool set. The
goal is to support other eye tracking researchers, developers, and
educators in learning more about developer gaze patterns.
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